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INTRODUCTION 
From the biokinetic standpoint, rowing belongs to the category of cyclic locomotion of rather simple 
kinetic structure. The processes of synchronisation of particular body parts play an important function 
within the kinetic structure in rowing. The movements of particular body parts, their integration and 
organisation of mutual processes within the kinetic structure of rowing in four successive strokes and 
their regulation mechanisms posed the essential problem in this study. 
 
METHODS 
For the purpose of this particular study, a specific device was created to simulate the strokes. The 
measurements were performed by using “KINEZIOMETAR”, a measuring instrument, connected to the 
computer. The obtained data were transferred through analogue-digital conversion applying a program 
in the program language SIMON’S BASIC. According to the analysis of the acquired data, thus 
obtained structure was defined in the following way: 1.obtained discrete, equidistant and successive 
values were topologically determined according to particular body parts as four not-standardized 
functions; left leg, left arm, right leg, right arm that were involved in the realisation of the kinetic 
structure, 2. the number of points in time sequences was determined according to the duration of the 
movement performance, and it amounted to 352 points that were registered for each succession in time 
= 0.0016 s, 3. the number of correlation periods of kinetic structure spectral density functions was 
defined in four steps, 4. the number of the whole-number periods of  spectral density functions was 
defined in four periods. 
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Image The position of the body in the stroke phase and the obtained analogue values. 
 
 
RESULTS 

The obtained discrete, equidistant and successive values of the four strokes for the four functions ( left 
leg, left arm, right leg, right arm) along with the determination of  time points intervals, discretion steps 
and the period of spectral density functions, enabled the application of the program for the spectral 
analysis in the POWDEN program, from the statistics packet “STAT PACK”. By using the established 
procedure and applying the random function time quantification, the discrete, equidistant and 
successive values of the strokes for the four functions of the left leg, left arm, right leg, right arm 

Figure 1.Obtained analogue

(Figure 1) were obtained. 

 values in the four successive strokes. 

cture in the four strokes figured out at The obtained results showed that the realization of the kinetic stru
1.2480 s. As the time quantified function of the kinetic structure was divided into four time lags, the period 
of one time lag made 0.3120 s. Within these time lags, the mean distribution and the dispersion magnitude 
pointed to different speed and amplitude in the kinetic structure of the four parts of the body (Table 1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Table1. Array of lagged means and standard deviations 
------------------------------------------------------------ 

-------- -------- --- ------- -------- --------- --------------------- 

0 - 0.3120     127.0485  114.7573  127.0485  114.7573 20.8807   20.9873   20.8807   20.9873 

----

----
 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------LAG (0) ------------------------------------------------- LAG (1) 

LA  (2) ---    

--- --------  

----------------------------------------------------------------         

---------------------------------------------------------------------
            Lagged means    Standard deviations  
-- -- ---------------------------- --- -- -- --------------------------
 Series   1 2     3       4  1    2      3         4 
 Period 
 1. 0.000
 2. 0.3120 - 0.6240     115.3592  102.8932  115.3010  102.8350 22.9052   22.5966   22.9078   22.5818 
 3. 0.6240 - 0.9360     115.9320  103.3884  115.6602  103.3884 23.2133   22.6519   23.2259   22.6517 
 4. 0.9360 - 1.2480     115.9903  103.7184  115.3107  103.6796 23.2376   22.5323   23.1819   22.5233 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------- 
     0.0000 - 1.2480     117.1077  111.6282  120.5769  113.9333 29.7472   30.5621   30.9752   30.2552 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------- 
The kinetic structure of the four strokes was defined as a four – dimensional function within which the set
of points represented the mean value and the dispersion around these values was  referred to the uniform 
performance of the upper and lower extremities (arm-arm, leg-leg), reaching almost an identical harmony. 
But, as time went on, the kinetic structure of the four strokes made changes in the time lags. The first 
period that corresponded to the first stroke lasted 0.3120 s within which the mean distribution and 
dispersion around the mean values were approximately the same. The delay of the starting reaction in the 
first stroke was conditioned by the stationary system, setting up the movement in the direction of the open 
kinetic chain (stretching out the legs and bending the arms) and the transfer of  strength to the oars. 
Observing the second stroke, which lasted from 0.3120 to 0.6240 s, a minor mean frequency and a greater 
dispersion of results can be seen, conditioned by the rhythmic and syncronized performance of the arms 
and legs within the open kinetic chain. The lag period in which the third stroke was performed lasted from 
0.6240 - 0.9360 s and there was no significant change of the mean frequency, while the results dispersion 
was increased resulting from the adaptation of the entire kinetic system to the particular rhythm and kinetic 
speed. This was also confirmed by the results obtained in the time lag of the fourth period which lasted 
from 0.9360 – 1.2480 s, indicating that the adaptation and stabilization processes of the whole system were 
completed and the system established the optimal rhythm and kinetic speed. By observing the auto 
correlation function, a statistical significance was found which represented a correlation within continuing 
changes in time,  with a change for four time units (Table 2). 
Table 2. Matrices of auto and cross correlations (I. J. L.) 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
 J=                0         1         2         3 
-------------------------------------------
 I=   0      1.00000    .65801    .57441    .39743   I=   0       .31938    .04591   -.05030  -.06872 
 I=   1       .65801   1.00000    .63145    .27978  I=   1       .09262    .41028    .05802  -.10128 
 I=   2       .57441    .63145   1.00000    .41021  I=   2      -.02876    .07180    .35151  -.00108 
 I=   3       .39743    .27978    .41021   1.00000  I=   3      -.03722   -.10847   .00207    .36006  
 -------------------------------------------------------- G ---------------------------------------------- LAG (3)
 I=   0       .29101    .02959   -.06011   -.07234  I=   0       .26329    .01483   -.06798   -.07584 
 I=   1       .10154    .36205    .04872   -.10224  I=   1       .11045    .31553    .03999   -.10296 
 I=   2      -.02438    .07367    .30860    .00472  I=   2      -.02014    .07751    .26697    .00958 
 I=   3      -.02108   -.07769    .00496    .33623  I=   3      -.01655   -.07511  -.00067    .31196 
---------------------------------------------------------- -- ----------------------------------------------------------
 Correlation lag       2.6299  2.5590  2.6061  2.0874 
 Mean distribution  5.2597  5.1183  5.2121  4.1748 
 Mean frequency     0.0475  0.0488  0.0480  0.0599 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
A series of these points in the coordination system provided a diagram of coordinates dispersion which 
pointed to the changes in the relation between speed and amplitude components of the kinetic structure 



within time shifts. Time and space elements affected the speed changes of harmonics power on the mutual 
amplitude. As the correlation lags were defined by the distance between point zero to the point of the first 
crossing of the auto correlation function on the horizontal axis, changes in the stroke structure in the first 
and third period were noticeable. A similar conduct applied to the mean distribution within the kintic 
structure, while the mean frequency was the highest in the second and first period, decreasing towards the 
third and fourth ones. The increase of speed and amplitude properties of the correlations spectrum within a 
particular function was confirmed by the distribution of strength in the spectrum and the mean frequency 
which was the highest in the first and third period, falling towards the second and fourth ones. With a 
decrease in the mean frequency, speed components in the stroke structure increased and at a higher 
frequency, a process of synchronization of particular body parts and the stabilization of the stroke structure 
was formed. A significant rise was found in the amplitude of the third and fourth period of the time lag, 
which was also confirmed by cospectral density obtained by means of cross correlations by using phase 
shifts independent of time. Power distribution in the spectrum of periodic motion in a particular segment of 
the stroke structure along with a continuing shift of functions independent of periodic time function had 
similar difference in phase shifts which resulted in similar auto correlations (therefore, the amplitude 
spectrum is not presented).  Harmonics phase shifts in each period function (measuring obtained data in the 
first and second system point), correlated  mutually and provided quality to the kinetic function in real 
content. Cospectral density function was obtained through cross correlation functions in harmonics phase 
shifts in the periodic function  ( Table 3). 
Table 3.Cospectral densities relative to series Table 4. Cross spectral coherencies relative to series 

- 

0    .03705    .01450    .02416 

 
- --- - 

------------- 

0     .17012     .11501    .14620 
 

- ------- 

  
---- 

ies in particular phases of 
stroke with different speed and amplitude shifts cooperated in the formation of the stroke structure that 

-------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Series             1          2           3             4 Series             1          2           3             4 
 Period      Period 
     1         .06335    .01380   -.00799   -.01047      1        1.0000
     2         .01380    .08110    .01292   -.02067      2         .03705   1.00000    .02966    .07357 
     3        -.00799    .01292    .06945    .00020      3         .01450    .02966   1.00000    .00001 
     4        -.01047   -.02067    .00020    .07161      4         .02416    .07357    .00001   1.00000 
--------------------------------------------------------  --------------------------------------------------------- --
Kinetic changes of spectral power frequencies in the second and especially in the third and fourth segment 
were increased resulting from a rise of kinetic speed in these segments. Spectral power density represented 
the mean power dispersion on the amplitude of 1.2705 cm per frequency unit of 0.0016 s. Spectral power  
increases and frequency in the periods of all functions were the lowest in the first period, the highest in the 
second period, while they were falling towards the third and fourth period. It indicates that speed and 
amplitude shifts affected spectral power profile frequencies in particular stroke phases. Such a cooperative 
process resulted in increased synchronization aimed at the stabilization of kinetic rhythm and speed in the 
stroke structure. This was also suggested by other characteristic values of mutual correlation of  the spectral 
power density function such as phase shift and strengthening in the stroke structure (Tables 4, 5). 
Table 5. Cross spectral gains of serial (relative to series J) 
  ----------------------------------------------------
   Series            1           2            3              4 
  Period 
       1         1.0000
       2            .21779   1.00000     .18610    .28865 
       3            .12608     .15935   1.00000    .00283 
       4            .16527     .25487     .00291  1.00000 
  --------- ------------------------------------------------
   St.andard.deviations of the auto spectral densities 
                    .00577     .00739     .00633     .00653 
  -------------------------------------------------------------
The results indicate that certain changes in spectral power profile frequenc



enabled a transfer to powerful strokes with big amplitude (regatta stroke). The increase of the mean 
frequency of speed-power elements and stroke synchronization shows that a critical zone was 
established in the stroke structure which was set between the first and the second stroke, leading to the 
stabilization of the entire system in the third and fourth stroke that ensured gradual transfer to regatta 
rhythm, speed and strength of stroke. The obtained results find their application value at the start in 
rowing where, according to the obtained results, the first and second stroke were the most critical ones.  
 

ONCLUSION C
Through the applic
enabled the qualitat

ation of the measuring instruments we obtained the time and space elements that  
ive and quantitative definition of the kinetic structure of rowing in four successive 
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putational technique to determine the 

strokes. The equidistant and successively quantified four functions, amongst which there are auto-
correlation, cross-correlation, the spectrum of power density and the spectrum of mutual power, 
indicate the dynamics of spacious-temporal determinations of particular body parts that participate in 
the kinetic structure of rowing in four successive strokes. The obtained results point to the important 
function of the synchronised regulation processes within the kinetic structure for the realisation of the 
start in rowing. 
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